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View Forum Leaders. Wiring a Aprilaire a on a Dayton furnace? Thread Tools. I have a Dayton
Fuel-trimmer 3E furnace. I am trying to wire up a Aprilaire a. Do I have to install the transformer?
If so how is it suppose to be wired and how is it mounted? View Public Profile. Find all posts by
wadkins Originally Posted by wadkins Find all posts by Jay11J. There are 6 terminals on it. They
do show one for a Humidifier and a Air cleaner. What wire would I hook to it? In the instruction
book for the Humidifier I don't see any extra wires for hookup except the 24 vac transformer
wires. Thank You Do the black and white wires on the transformer go to the Hum and common
terminals? Does it matter which one goes where? I also was wondering if I mount the humidifier
on the cold air duct,do I have to run the bypass to the hot plenum or can I just hook into a heat

run? Where is the common located? The wiring diagram for the humidifier connection doesn't
show a common. Thanks for your help. Are we talking about line voltage side or low voltage
side of the transformer? On the low voltage side, it don't matter. It would be the line voltage
side. I'll draw out how it should be wired some time tomarow. I appreciate your help. You can
use the wire, or Hope this helps. PS, sorry for the sloppy writing I think I am starting to
understand now. Your diagram shows the furnace control box at the bottom left. Is that the
same panel where my thermostat wires hook? And on the other side the transformer shows the
hum and neutral wires. Is that the black and white wires that are coming out the back side of the
transformer? If it is then where do I connect to a common or neutral wire on the furnace? My
diagram in the manual doesn't show one anywhere by the hum or air cleaner terminals. Thanks
again for your help. In the control box I did find a terminal board that has com-hi-mh-ml-lo.
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other white wires going to the same spot. Yep, you can hook it up to Com. I hope this is my last
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where the black and white wires come out there is a little metal tab sticking out and a machine
screw is threaded into it. The screw is about 1" long. Is there a knock out or a hole on the box
around the control board? There is a knock out hole in the side where the thermostat wires
come in. How would I mount the transformer in the hole? You back the screw out enough to get
it into the hole, then turn the screw to secure it into place Thanks Jay for all your help. Its all
hooked up and working great. Thanks for the update, and glad to hear it's working for you. Have
a great week! OR is R and C on the furnace control board as source for 24vac? Originally
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problem with 2 Aprilair a humidifiers I have installed on heat pump systems, and I noticed that
the top half of the water panel is not getting wet. I assume the top half of the panel is not getting
wet because the water in the bottom tray isn't able to wick up sufficiently to keep the entire
panel wet in the presence of the air flow blowing through it - and the float system of the a
doesn't always allow new water to drip down when the blower is on, if it detects water in the
bottom tray reservoir - whereby it assumes the water will wick up to wet the panel. I even have
my Honeywell set to 'circulate' the air, so it blows even when there is no call for heat - but I'm
still not getting sufficient humidity. I am not familiar with how the other Aprilair units that
require drains work - but I assume that the they do not turn the water feed off just because there
is water in the bottom tray, and that they just allow any excess to go out the drain. Is that
correct? Because I was thinking that the only fix for my problem would be to disconnect the
'float' interrupt of the electricity to the solenoid so as to allow the water supply to feed in
whenever the blower is on and just let any excess water go out a drain. So it that how the other
units work that need drains? Do they have no float interrupt and just direct any excess water to
the drain? I have not delt with the , so I really don't know how they work. I just knew they have a
tray of water that the pad wick the water up and eveperate into the air. The other one are "flow
though". Espesically so if you are using well water. Also, if you are not evaporating fast enough
you could upgrade. The series is meant for a specific square footage of home and you may
exceed its limits. Check their website for the stats on both. I got my Aprilaire a up and running
with help from Jay11J and am quite pleased with it. Of course, been too humid since putting it
in its run only 1 time. Find all posts by TheCaptain. I am confused like Tom. You show the R and
C wired directly to the furnace control box. However, you have the 24 VAC transformer in that
circuit. Find all posts by roxandnate. Originally Posted by roxandnate. I am still not clear as to
why R and C on the furnace circuit can be used when Aprilaire explicitly says not to use the
furnace circuit for this and to use an external source instead. I ask because it would certainly be
a lot easier to patch into the terminals on the furnace circuit but I am reluctant to do something
they say not to do unless I understand what the issue is. Can you explain? Also, isn't R and C V
and therefore requires a transformer which is not depicted in your diagram? I am sorry for the
questions and do really appreciate your patience and insight! I am still not clear as to why R and
C on the furnace circuit can be used when Aprilaire explicitly says not to use the furnace circuit
for this. Ok, thanks for the explanation, that helps clear things up. So let me see if I have this
straight. They all go to one wire bundle and I am guessing these are going to the thermostat.
However, I am now going to have 2 wires on the R terminal and 3 on C. Is that ok? My furnace,
by the way, is a Bryant CAV. I am now going to have 2 wires on the R terminal and 3 on C. Is that
what is currently hooked up to the furnace terminals? With that information, is my wiring plan
still ok? Also, when you say to piggyback the wires on the hookup, is there some kind of special
connector or technique you are talking about? Or just fit all the wires under the screw head?
Re-wire a humidifier. I am wanting to re-wire my humidifier so that I can simply run the fan and
this Aprilaire a humidifier wiring. I searched these forums, but couldn't find or understand
others what I need on I have a Heil furnace with Hwell controller. It has male HUM contacts at V.
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Dehumidifiers. Hello, Thank you for this great resource. I've been trolling around for a while and
finally decided to try to install a humidifier. I am attempting to connect it to a bryant AAV
furnace. I have not seen any information about the trueIAQ on this forum. If I do this, will the
only issue be that the clock loses the time or is there some other issue. If I connect the
transformer and connect the trueIAQ to the W, G, R thermostat connectors on the furnace, my
understanding is that the humidifier is controlled by the thermostat, not directly by the furnace.
Is there any advantage to this? First post Great forum! I'm looking for feedback regarding the
TrueSteam humidifier. I've read most of the posts in the Forum, but can't seem to find any
positive ones yet. Thanks for your help! Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question will be
posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

